CSU WRITES
COLORADO STATE UNIVERSITY

GRAD WRITES
FALL 2022
virtual sessions & in-person options

WORKSHOPS
AUG 31 Agile Planning for Semester Writing (virtual, Zoom)
SEPT 7 Write Habits: Avoid Procrastination Loops (wksp, LSC 310)
SEPT 12 Write for Publication (W2P) Intro (virtual)
SEPT 13 Research Journals/Logs (wksp, LSC 306)
SEPT 15 INTRO 4-Hour Article Draft (virtual)
SEPT 22 Source Management Software Info. (virtual)
SEPT 28 Agile Methods for Collaborative Writing (virtual)
OCT 3 Write at Speed I: Basics (virtual)
OCT 6 Write at Speed II: Advanced (wksp, LSC 312)
OCT 11 Collaborative Writing across Differences (virtual)
OCT 13 Literature Review: Basics (virtual)
OCT 24 Revising: Organizing for Flow (virtual)
OCT 25 Literature Review: Practice (wksp, LSC 304)
OCT 26 Editing Techniques (wksp, LSC 308)

RETREATS
FRI 4-5pm Prep Session (Zoom)
SAT 8:30-4:30 Full-Day Session

SEPT 9-10 In-Person
SEPT 16-17 Virtual (on Zoom)
SEPT 30-OCT 1 In-Person
OCT 7-8 Virtual
NOV 4 & 5 Virtual
DEC 9 & 10 Virtual

MORE INFO & TO REGISTER
CSU Writes is an inclusive and diverse writing facilitation program designed for researchers and academic writers who look to boost their productivity as they develop a sustainable writing practice. CSU Writes is funded by Office of the Vice President for Research and the Graduate School.

website: www.csuwrites@colostate.edu
Email: csuwrites@colotate.edu